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Cheap Date
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBIE8aZfnso

Hey I know this is originally played on a uke, but I made it so you can play it
on the 
guitar! Enjoy!

Capo 2.

[Verse 1]
G
Hey can I holla at you
Bm7
Take you to the dollar menu
C
Buy you a mc chicken
Cm
With fries and sauce for dippin

G
Then we can stroll in the park
Bm7
Since i don t have no car
C
Lose track of time and
Cm
Stare at the stars

[Chorus]
G
On a cheap date
Bm7
What we gunna do on a
C
Hecka cheap date
Cm                                              G
you tell me cuz i don t have no money
Bm7                                          C         Cm
I just wanna be you re one and only, only

[Verse 2]
G
And know i don t got much
Bm7
But baby, i got love
C
What more can I say,
Cm



You take my breath away
G                                                     Bm7
some people say, you can do much better
                        C
we can last forever
           Cm
on love alone

[Chorus]
G
On a cheap date
Bm7
What we gunna do on a
C
Hecka cheap date
Cm                                              G
you tell me cuz i don t have no money
Bm7                                          C         Cm
I just wanna be you re one and only, only

[Verse 3]
C
And you don t have to
Cm
Choose me
G
If money makes
Bm
You happy
C
Just know
Cm                                 G                Bm
me heart is made out of gold
C
And you ll know

Cm
If you just go with me

[Chorus]
G
On a cheap date
Bm7
What we gunna do on a
C
Hecka cheap date
Cm                                              G
you tell me cuz i don t have no money
Bm7                                          C         Cm
I just wanna be you re one and only, only


